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BUILDING
INNOVATION

SUPERCLUSTERS

What are Innovation Superclusters?

ENGINES
of economic growth,
by connecting 100s of
members and partners

MAGNET
that attract talent,
capital, researchers,
and companies

COLLABORATION
NETWORKS
built around the
industries of the future

How do Superclusters start?
BOTTOM-UP, INDUSTRY LED
Owned and funded by the industry and key industry partners

TOP-DOWN, GOVERNMENT LED
Initiated and funded by the Government, Ministry of Finance, or
national innovation agency

LONE HERO, EVANGELIST
Driven by a small band of enthusiasts, funding from sponsors,
corporates, grants

RESEARCH, STUDY WHAT IS
Research project, shines a light on what already exists. Help
drive attention and boost investments to the area
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Why do Superclusters matter?
ACCELERATE NATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
Superclusters are nation building, economic development projects to
drive faster innovation and growth
BUILD BETTER INNOVATION ECOSYSTEMS
Supercluster grow out of existing ecosystems. 3-, 5- or 10- year Supercluster
programs will boost any ecosystem for long-term economic development

GDP GROWTH & VALUE OUTPUT
Superclusters will boost the economy and create new jobs. Research shows
cluster-members have a higher value creation than non-members.

Selected Superclusters
NORWEGIAN INNOVATION CLUSTERS
The Norwegian Government first developed its National Cluster
Program in 1994. Today, 30+ clusters form the backbone of the
national innovation policy. Four are growing into global Superclusters.

MALAYSIAN INNOVATION SUPERCLUSTERS
In 2017 the Malaysian Government launched its Supercluster Program,
focusing on five key future industries for the country.
The program is now awaiting the incoming Government’s new strategy.

CANADIAN INNOVATION SUPERCLUSTERS
In 2016 Canada announced its Supercluster Initiative.
From 50+ applications, five were accepted and given a 5-year
funding of total $950M, with another $950M matched by
industry members.
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How to get started on your Supercluster

IDENTIFY A
SUPERCLUSTER THEME

BUILD THE
EARLY TEAM

DEVELOP THE
STRATEGY

Any Supercluster is
anchored in existing
capabilities, but
considered a likely
key industry of the future
for its nation.

Secure industry leaders
(former CEOs are great),
secure political leaders
(Ministries of Trade, Finance),
involve the National Innovation
Agency, invite key ecossystem
people, including investors,
startups and Professors.

Build the core organization
(legal entity).
Analyze the current ecosystem.
Secure funding.
Build international partnerships
(TCI Network)
Build a 5-10 year roadmap.

Clean energy, AI, Mobility,
Tourism, Digital, Seafood,
Smart City and Fintech
are common cluster themes.

Accelerators, Incubators
and Angel Networks are
great early resources.

Learn more
Our team has helped built Superclusters in Asia and Europe
CHRISTIAN RANGEN
Partner
christian@engage-innovate.com
+47 924 15 949

JOLENE FOO-HODNE
Projects, Marketing & Communications
jolene@engage-innovate.com
+47 484 45 588

Click here to check out our service page on Superclusters.
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www.engage-innovate.com
www.strategytools.io

